INCARNATION - “NEARNESS OF GOD”
Dear staff, students, well-wishers, benefactors, readers of Vidyajyoti Today, compliments of
the season and Happy New Year 2019. The season of Christmas is a time of joy of God
becoming ﬂesh and dwelling among His people. Pope Francis says, “Incarnation” as the
“Nearness of God”. God comes to us in nearness. He presents himself as the God who is near.
God came down-with-us, near in the ﬂesh (synkatabasis).
At Vidyajyoti, all our pastoral activity (ﬁeldwork) has to remember this “nearness of God” or
otherwise fail. God became near to the marginalised, children, women, to the dead – whom he raised – and to the
sinners, the tax collectors and the prostitutes. Our Outreach Programmes (Fieldwork) in the month of November December 2018, brought this nearness of God to us: Balmela (Children's celebration), Christmas Programs for the
inmates of Missionaries of Charity, rickshaw pullers and children on the street, clothing the little ones of Tihar
prison (release of Mrs. Luciana from prison), children of sex-workers, migrants and refugees, feeding the poor
(VIPs-VJ Residence), choti kalisiya (the domestic church), north-east catholic youth, parish-ministry,
neighbourhood carol singing and sharing the joy of Child Jesus with our co-workers. Our contacts in public spaces
afﬁrm our networking of 'nearness' of our God: Jesuits in Delhi, Archdiocese of Delhi, CBCI, Indian Social
Institute, Islamic-spaces, Jamia Milia, Delhi Minorities Commission, CISRS, Allianz Defending Freedom (ADF),
Baptist Church Trust and Anglican Brotherhood Society.
Theological education and ﬁeldwork experiences (life-contexts) are intrinsically linked to each other and, we call
this process as contextual theologizing or lebenstheologie (life-theologising). This method helps the academic
community to develop attitudes, interests, values and orientations leading eventually to a frame of reference: life
experiences-questions-analysis-reﬂection in the light of scripture and tradition, discernment and action. This
reﬂective process will help us to cultivate and promote divine-human values of
justice, love, integrity, compassion, beauty, hope, faith, order, peace and
Happy New Year
knowledge which navigate our life. In Vidyajyoti, we tried to deepen the
reﬂection through integration session with the questions: (i) What attitudes,
customs, and practices we ﬁnd to be - humanising, liberating, communitybuilding? OR - dehumanising, enslaving, fragmenting/divisive? – in our
involvement in the ministry places? (ii) “Our faith is not in a disembodied Jesus Courses offered in Vidyajyoti
but in Jesus who cannot be separated from community, from service, from
College of Theology
reconciliation with others. The Son of God, by becoming ﬂesh, summoned us to
B.Th. (Degree)
the revolution of tenderness” - Pope Francis. What is our own gospel-based
B.Th. (Certiﬁcate)
M.Th. (Two Year)
social vision which horizons our own thought and work, and which we wish to
Doctorate
in Theology & DEPTh
share with the people?

2019

To conclude, the Student Council deserves a great appreciation for bringing
forth the creative talents of student community, in the form of organizing
theological discussion and debates, rangoli and writing poems, games and quiz,
ﬁnally leading us to a meaningful celebration of thanksgiving Eucharist. Thanks
to the Kit-com for providing us fellowship meal. I thank, Vidyajyoti Today
editorial team, for their creative way of presenting VJ news and views. To end:

Sch. Jesus Vivian Raja SJ
Sr. Jenitha PBVM
Sch. Chin James SJ
Sch. Rajeev Ranjan SJ
Sch. Antony Robert SJ

Send forth your Spirit [in 2019], O Lord.
And they shall be created.
And you shall renew the face of the earth.
(Teilhard de Chardin)

4-A Rajniwas Marg, Delhi - 110054
Email: principalvj@gmail.com
Web: www.vidyajyoticollege.in
Mobile: 9717657604

P. R. John SJ
Principal

Editorial Board
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MEMORIAL MASS
Vidyajyoti College of Theology
observed the ﬁrst death anniversary of
Fr. Cornelius Ekka SJ on 16 October,
2018. Fr. Stephen Ekka SJ was the
main celebrant. During the mass we
remembered Fr. Cornelius’ contributions to Vidyajyoti
and various people whom he came across as a student of
theology and a priest. During the mass we prayed for
various intentions and specially prayed for his family
members and Madhya Pradesh Jesuit Province.
- Sandeep Tigga SJ (B.Th. III)

DISCUSSION ON GAUDETE ET EXSULTATE
A discussion on the latest
Apostolic Exhortation of the Holy
Father- GAUDETE ET
EXSULTATE was organised at
Vi d y a j y o t i C o l l e g e o n 2 0
N o v e m b e r, 2 0 1 8 . We w e r e
privileged to have Fr. George Pattery SJ, the ViceChancellor of Vidyajyoti College with us on the
st
occasion. Schs. Wesley D' Costa (1 Year), Rajesh
nd
rd
Somipalli (2 Year) and Felix Marshall (3 Year)
presented their reﬂections and the exhortation on the
Apostolic Exhortation - ‘Rejoice and be Glad.’ It is a
paradox for the ideologists. It is a guideline to
holiness. It is a tool to know the role of the evil one.
Being holy and becoming blameless is the hallmark
of the Christian existence as Jesus welcomes us all to
be holy as our heavenly Father is holy. Pope Francis
wants us to awaken ourselves from our traditional

outlook of looking for holiness not inside the chapel
alone rather he wants us to open eyes to see the holiness
in and around us in our daily life. We are called to be
holy by living our lives with love and bearing witness in
everything we do and wherever we ﬁnd ourselves. Fr.
Victor Edwin SJ moderated the session. The critical
comments of the audience led to a healthy discussion.

- Lijo Antony SJ (B.Th.I)

SOLIDARITY WITH THE RICKSHAW PULLERS
A day of gathering for the rickshaw pullers was called
on 25 November, 2018 by the Indian Social Institute,
Bengaluru in collaboration with Vidyajyoti College,

Delhi. Nearly 150 of them actively
participated. Fr. Arun Mozhi SJ was
the chief guest. After a short prayer,
he was invited to address the
gathering. Being a lawyer, he made
them aware of their fundamental
rights and some government
schemes. He also gave them some legal advice. He
clariﬁed many questions raised by them regarding
police action in Delhi. They felt great consolation after
listening to him. Frs. Martin Puthussery SJ and Poulose
Mangai SJ addressed them through their loving and
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consoling words. They felt that they were listened to
by our theology students specially during the survey
that was conducted on the day to know about their
routine and daily hardships and labour. They enjoyed
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delicious breakfast and lunch as well. At the end of the
seminar all were given a blanket as a small gesture of
our love for them.
- Maria Kumari JMJ (B.Th. II)

LIKE POLES AND POLES APART
A debate on legalization of LGBT
rights was conducted by the student
council of VJ on 27 November
2018. Dr. Felton Lean, an eminent
personality moderated the debate
by setting the motion “Legalization of LGBT”. Schs.
Welington, Doni Raja and Stalin argued for the
motion and they were counter argued by Schs.
George, Devadoss and Sr. Maria against the motion.
The arguments of both the team members carried a lot
of statistics and information about the existing LGBT
in India and abroad. The counter arguments were
logically and appealingly put forth by the opponents.
Moreover, the audience were hanging on the lips of
the speakers as they stressed more on the dignity of
human persons. Those who argued for the motion,
focussed more on the freedom and rights of LGBT.
Their argument explored how the LGBT are looked

upon by ordinary people. Traditional, ethical, religious
values, family and health issues of the LGBT were
emphasised by those who argued against the motion.
Their argument also disclosed the dangers of legalising
the LGBT rights. The debate interestingly lasted for
more than an hour with the ﬁnal judgment by the
audience supporting the motion.

- A. George SJ (B.Th. III)

A DAY WITH STREET CHILDREN
On 2 December, 2018, the street children and
rickshaw pullers ministry group
o rg a
nised a programme for street children. It
was
a meaningful and grace-ﬁlled day for
the

staff and students. We actively participated in serving
more than 70 Street children in Vidyajyoti. Sch.
Wellington Patil SJ was the chief guest. He blessed
them by addressing them on the values and gifts of

life. These are children who have run
away from their homes. Most of them
are affected by drugs. We were happy
to experience Christ by being with
them. We gave them hair dressing,
served meals, taught moral values, conducted fun
games, shared our joy and listened to them.
We also gave a pair of warm clothes to every child. As
they were leaving our campus we were taken up by their
broad smiles. They felt strongly that there are people
who still love and care for them. The experience of
being with them was rich. We were also delighted to
have pre-Christmas celebration with them in a public
garden which doubled their joy.
- Bulla Peter SJ (B.Th. I)

Another India Possible
BAL MELA

Bal Mela was organized for school
going slum studnets on 8
December, 2018 at St. Xavier's
Primary School campus. The theme
of Bal Mela was Madhur Muskan.
Nearly more than four hundred children and twenty

ﬁve animators actively took part in it. All of them were
warmly welcomed with delicious breakfast. The
programme formally began at 9 am. It was inaugurated
with lighting of the lamp by Mrs. Rajshree Vedi, the
chief guest. She blessed the children with her beautiful
encouraging words. Thereafter, the children dispersed
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to enjoy fun games in different stalls. There was
nothing more satisfying than seeing happy and
smiling children enjoying the games. All the children
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in some or other games got prizes. Along with children
the animators also enjoyed some games like musical
chair and bombing the city. After having enjoyed
games everybody had sumptuous lunch. After the
lunch, the second part, Valedictory Function was
inaugurated by Mrs. Kota Neelima (Author & Artist)
who was the chief guest and Mr. Sumeeth Nath
(Secretary, Treasurer of Baptist Church Trust
Association) was the guest of honour. Children from
different ministry places performed a mesmerising
cultural programme. At the end of the programme each
child got a blanket as a gift by NGO named, “Who is
Husain?” All the children went back home happily with
a bag full of gifts and a heart full of Madhur Muskan.
- Monuri Venu ADL (B.Th. I)

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
The students’ council came up with
a n o v e l i d e a o f , “ To g e t h e r
Celebrating Togetherness” for the
Christmas celebration in
Vidyajyoti. It added a series of
events such as short story writing,
essay, poem, pencil art, cartoon, volleyball,
basketball, carom, table tennis, rangoli, fun games
and quiz. The students were divided into four groups
namely; We Too 2.0, Roaring Lions, Kokarako and
Jingle Bells. Despite the busy schedules the students
participated enthusiastically. The indoor and outdoor
games were held well ahead on different days. On 22
December, 2018, the day began with fun games
where the staff and students attended in a big number.
The real togetherness was seen during the quiz
competition. As a result two groups secured the ﬁrst
place. The results for all competitions were declared
and the prizes were handed over to the winners
accordingly. It was followed by the Eucharistic
celebration. Fr. Alangaram SJ, the Superior of

Berchmans Illam, Chennai was the main celebrant.
Hindi, Bhojpuri, Angami, Thelugu, Malayalam,
Marathi, Tamil, Nagpuri hymns made the liturgy more
lively and meaningful. Finally, the college Christmas
celebration ended up with a fellowship meal at VJ
residence. The “Together Celebrating Togetherness”

was indeed a memorable event which invited everyone
to share their skills, talents, time, and availability to
receive, cherish and experience the love and peace of
Baby Jesus.
- Felix Tete SJ (B.Th. I)

"CONTEXTUAL THEOLOGIES IN ASIA: LEARNING ON METHODOLOGIES"
The Wedabhakti Pontiﬁcal Faculty of Theology
(Yogyakarta, Indonesia) and Vidyajyoti College of
Theology (Delhi, India) jointly organized a three-day
International workshop on the theme of "Contextual
Theologies in Asia: Learning on Methodologies"
from October 8-10, 2018 at the School of Theology,
Sanata Dharma University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Theologians and philosophers from both schools
together presented ﬁfteen papers on diverse ﬁeld of

theology such as Biblical Theology,
C h r i s t o l o g y, E c c l e s i o l o g y,
Systematic Theology, Spirituality,
Moral Theology and Interreligious
Studies.
The workshop focused on theology
and its methods that draw nourishment from Asian
cultures in which Asian Christians live and relate with
peoples of diverse religious and cultural belongingness
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as people of one family, the family of God. Prof.
Poulose Mangai SJ, one of the participants from
Vidyajyoti College of Theology, Delhi pointed out,

drawing inspiration from FABC thinking (Paper No.
96) that theologizing in Asia is an attempt to express
from the depth of Asian psyche the ineffable
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experience of living faith in Jesus Christ in relation
with the poor and their cultures, and religions of Asia.
Dr. Bagus Laksana SJ, the dean of the School of
Theology at the Sanata Dharma University enumerated
ﬁve different models of contextual theologies and their
methodologies that appeared in different forms in the
workshop presentations, namely, Personal-Existential
Model, Narrative Engagement Model, Socio-Cultural
Model, Comparative Engagement Model, and
Cultural-Inculturation Model.
The participants from both schools of theology
expressed their satisfaction on the work done. They
would publish their ﬁndings and continue their journey
of further exploration. They have also decided to
follow up their academic collaboration in next two
years and gather for the next workshop in India in 2020.
- Fr. Victor Edwin SJ

SPIRITUAL JOURNEY TO VARANASI
The idea of going to Varanasi for the
course on Popular Hindu
Religiosity is itself new and
conceived by the college , the
Principal of Vidyajyoti. Fr. P. R.
John had made all the arrangements in collaboration
with Fr. Jerome, IMS, the Dean of Gnana Bharati
Regional Theology centre at Varanasi. It was his
dream-come-true that this was materialized. Our
batch has been gifted with this novel and noble
venture and for sure that we had made use of the
opportunity more than expected. Our visit of two
weeks in Varanasi 'the city of light' of India and
particularly in Matridham Ashram, 'the light of
Varanasi', was enriching. This exposure has brought
us insights, inspirations, questions and
interpretations that revitalize our life. This journey
has loosed our rigid hearts, enlightened our
prejudiced minds, broadened our views and
perceptions, and helped us to acknowledge and

appreciate the richness of
deep faith of the people
'popular religion', made
religion directs its
m e a n i n g f u l l y. T h e
schools of thought

other religions. The
manifest in their
us realize that every
faithful to live life
inputs on different
and interactions

with the Krist Bhaktas in Matridham Ashram, 'the
abode of Blessed Mother', motivated us to take on an
inner journey into our life and mission. The journey has
helped us to explore other faiths, and also to experience
inner silence. We cherished the power of silence, joy of
togetherness and beauty of renounced life.
- Usha Kujur OSU (B.Th. I)

VISIT TO LADAKH TEMPLE, DELHI
As part of the academic curriculum the second year
students visited the Ladakh Temple in Delhi. A
Buddhist monk gave us an inspiring talk and shared
about his life journey as a Monk. He was frank to
share about the life style and the practices of
Buddhism. The Monk led us and explained to us
everything about the temple and the religious

practices that occur in the temple. We
liked the serenity and peaceful
atmosphere of the temple. We saw
many Buddha's statues and beautiful
paintings in and around the temple
which made us curious to know more about the
symbols and their meaning. The Monk had good
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knowledge about the Christianity, thus he very well
correlated both the religions and emphasized that
both the religions promote peace, harmony and nonviolence. After the visit we had an hour of interaction
and dialogue that was very enriching and
enlightening for all of us. As theologians we gained
precious knowledge and grew in understanding
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about Buddhism. This was very much contextual to
reach out to others and know them closely and let them
know us closely. Interreligious dialogue will bring us
together as one human family and surely the world will
become a better place to live in peace, freedom, joy and
harmony. May all religions unite us together and lead us
to fraternal love.
- Marianus Tigga SJ (B.Th. II)

DRUM DANCE DEMONSTRATION
On 4 December, 2018, a Drum
Dance Demonstration was
organized near Jantar Mantar in
Delhi to demand for Scheduled
Caste status (SC) to Dalit
Christians and Muslims. Many
religious leaders, political leaders, thinkers, pressreporters and youth were present to witness the
demonstration with drum beat. The dance performed
by a group of artists from Tamil Nadu drew the
attention of all. It was really a fabulous dance. The
crowd was holding the placards with the slogan- “We
want Justice.” Through their slogans they put forth
their demands before the government. They have

been asking for their rights for many years but in vain.
Therefore, to awaken the government they decided to
come to the capital from across the country to protest
against the government. By participating in the protest
we felt like one of those struggling masses who are
longing for justice.
- Cyril Beck SJ (B.Th. I)

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION WITH THE INMATES OF M.C.
Christmas get together is a long awaited program for
inmates of Missionary of Charity Sisters (M.C.),
Vidyajyoti staff and students. This year the Christmas
get- together programme was organized in the
centers and communities of Missionary of Charity
Sisters at Majnu Ka Tila for mentally challenged
inmates, Seemapuri for Leprosy Patients and

Vidyajyoti, and Fr. Millianus SJ, the
ﬁeld Work In-charge. All the
Christmas messages emphasized on
love of God shown to whole
humanity in and through the person
of His only Beloved Son Jesus to
save us all from our sinful status and to grant us the
fullness of life showing us the way to His Father.
Therefore love of the Father and the Son Jesus teach us
to love others as we love ourselves, share with the
needy and be compassionate and self-sacriﬁcing as
Jesus was. This example is precisely seen in the life of
Mother Teresa who minutely followed the teaching of
Jesus and committed her entire life for the love of Jesus
in the loving service of “the Poorest of the Poor”.
During the Christmas celebration all the inmates were
happy and some of them even joyfully participated in
International Indigenous
singing andDay
dancing which doubled our Christmas joy.
Indeed we are glad to be the part of this ministry
rendering our little service to the inmates of these
Jungpura for differently abled children. The Chief
centers.
guests for the programs were Fr. Tony SJ, Registrar
- Nag Lucia OSU (B.Th. III)
of the College, Fr. Michael T. Raj SJ, Rector of
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Fieldwork Reflection

MY EXPERIENCE IN THE URBAN SLUM MINISTRY
Education is transformation –
that's what I see so clearly in
teaching English to the children of
Jahangirpuri slum. From the ﬁrst
sight, I realized that I was in the
strangest place on earth. The place was trapped by
ashen yellow walls and lit by gloomy bulbs. As I
surveyed the place, I found it was amidst ﬁlth and
dirt. I ventured to Jahangirpuri slum with some
anxiety on my ﬁrst day. Thankfully, I was greeted
with overwhelming kindness by the sisters and met a
wonderful group of children. Their enthusiasm is

infectious and makes my classes so enjoyable. In the
long run I realized that I am so privileged to help them
increase their knowledge and conﬁdence in English.
Spending time in the slum is always interesting and I
see many new things every day. What amazes me most
about the young people I meet is their sheer ambition.
The students I teach have plans to become teachers and
civil servants. English is the key to make so much of
this. I hope what I am doing in this short time will help
these children in their future. I strongly believe that if I
really want to change the cycle of poverty I need to give
a child an education!
- Devadoss Francis SJ (B.Th. I)

BEING SHEPHERDS AFTER GOD'S OWN HEART
The Scripture says, "I will give you shepherds after
my own heart, who will lead you with knowledge and
understanding" (Jeremiah 3:15). Most of Israel's
pastoral imagery is grounded in a few traditions like:
Moses as God's shepherd and David as shepherdking. These formed the background for the ministry
of Jesus, the Good Shepherd. The pastoral role is
central to the life of the Church and today's pastors
are called to be shepherds after God's own heart, to
lead God's pilgrim people to their eternal home. One
of the most inspiring, aspiring and challenging
ministries of Vidyajyoti for me is the Pastoral
Ministry. It is a passionate, personal as well as public

ministry. We are called and are sent in the name of the
Divine Shepherd, to different parishes in the
Archdiocese of Delhi. It is my privilege to enjoy this
ministry in Good Shepherd Church, Hauz Khas. This
ministry has helped me to be a prophetic witness to

the life of Christ in the midst of a
community where I help the
children to know Christ through
Catechism classes, accompany the
youth to walk in the path of God,
render my timely help to the elders in their needs,
guiding the choir to sing and make people pray, take
adult baptism classes to those who wish to receive
baptism, prepare those couples who wish to get
married and listen to the difﬁculties and life
experiences of people. This ministry has blessed me
with innumerable opportunities to realize the call of
Pope Francis 'to be the shepherds who know the smell
of their sheep.'As this ministry keeps me closer to the
Parishners, they feel free to share their joys and
sorrows, and this in turn enables me to prepare and
form myself to be better human and good pastor in the
future.There were times where I saw tears in the eyes of
many as they shared their life in their families.
Towards the end of their sharing, they say that they are
at ease after sharing. These experiences taught me to be
a good listener. In doing all these activities, I believe
that I proclaim the good news and live the Word of God
both in words and deeds. The children, the young and
the old teach me to grow in love, dedication,
commitment and they have helped me to have a deep
desire to be a shepherd with the smell of the sheep and
form myself a shepherd after God's own heart.
- Arokiya Raj J. ADL (B.Th. III)
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theological Reflection

TIME TO KNOW THEM ALL
The search for realization begins to
hit the sky when we are engaged in
knowing the things we are not even
aware of or least concerned about. I
feel lucky that I was given a golden
opportunity to know our brethren of different faiths
during these three months.
Seeking takes us to know the unknown and understand
the reality of certain aspects in order to be understood
with the broad- mindedness of Indian society. Our
nation is a combination of many religions and
cultures. During my stay in the holy place
at Varanasi, I realized that people are
rushing to experience the eternity in
the abode of God that would
ultimately give the heavenly feelings
to the one who is seeking the truth in
order to understand the real meaning
of God-given life. Their belief in God
is unfathomable, and their
involvements in religious knowing is
visible to all other faiths. Self- realization in
B u d d h i s m , B h a k t i m o v e m e n t s b y K a b i r,
Evangelization of Christianity, and the simple faith of
Hinduism made me to have mixed feelings of unity in
diversity.
I am indeed personally touched by the course on
‘Popular Islam.’ Islam is From Allah, For Allah, To

Allah because the ultimate aim in life is to come to this
world in order to live as expected and go back to Allah
with the deep satisfaction. I learnt many positive aspects
of this peace loving religion in spite of my prejudices
and misunderstandings I had. I came to know that Islam
is to surrender one's life to God. Islam means
submission, so what a Muslim must do to submit one's
life to God? The answer is simple as that believing what
God has taught and obeying what God has commended.
Most importantly is reafﬁrming one's submission to God
at the key moments of the day. As a Christian, I
feel blessed to know that Mother Mary is the
great bridge between Muslims and
Christians. Suﬁsm is another level of
understanding the spirituality of Islam.
It leads the believer to be united with
God. Suﬁsm helps to prepare oneself to
accept God's favour and remove the
obstacles with the help of the grace
given by God. Suﬁsm brings comfort to
the hearts of others and ultimately playing
the role of bringing people together. The sense
of satisfaction overﬂows in my heart that knowing the
religions of our brethren indeed helped me to think
beyond my narrow mindedness and learnt to accept
them as they are in this fast approaching religionoriented society.
- Alex Diamond Raj SG (B.Th. I)

GROWING IN FAITH ALONG WITH CHALLENGES
Our Christian faith in Jesus is an ongoing search. how the Church was grappling itself
Jesus, the second person of trinity, is addressed in the about the very nature of Jesus. To
New Testament as Son of David, Son of God,
answer the Arian heresy, the Church
Messiah, Saviour and teacher. He came to establish
undertook many sincere efforts and
the kingdom of God on earth through preaching,
those true searches yielded fruits
teaching, healing and exorcising. Jesus, the preacher
accepting the two nature of Christ (both Divine and
of the kingdom of God became the preached
after
his
Human)
International Adivasi Dayin the council of Ephesus in 431 is
passion, death and resurrection. Following the
commendable. The Church history also witnessed the
footsteps of their master, the disciples gave witness to
struggle about the role of the Holy Spirit at different
Jesus through their very life. From the Acts of the
durations. Like this, many catastrophe on the function
Apostles we could experience vividly the struggles of
of Christian faith arose in the Church, leading into
the Apostles, bearing witness to the risen Christ in
Great Schism 1054. Over the years, the Church makes
spite of several persecutions. The life of Saul, who
efforts to bring unity among the divisions. The Holy
once the persecutor of Christianity, became Paul to
Spirit enables and promotes unity amidst diversity by
carry out the mission of Christ to gentiles for which
fostering different charisms on the members of the
he was rejected, challenged and imprisoned. The
Church towards common good.
- S. Leo Arockia Raj SJ (B.Th. II)
course on Christology gave me an eye opening to see
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INSIGHTS FROM THE CLASS
In every drop of the dewy
meadows, the light of the sun is
mirrored and reﬂected. So also in
every theological discourse we
had in our class, the entire person
of Jesus, our Lord encountered us.
Theology ﬁnds its base in the Word of God which is
central to our Christian mission. The scope of the
mission is universal. At VJ, classes help us to
understand the mission to which we are called and
respond effectively. As mission practitioners we are
called to be 'task theologians' just as prophets and
apostles with a deﬁnite call and commission to
challenging to read the scripture and hermeneutise. In
perform a speciﬁc task within a chosen context. As a
theology classes I learnt to read the scripture with the
missionary St. Paul expressed theological
sense of divine touch. Jesus incarnates, divine touch in
articulation in the context of human relationships of
his relationship with others. He reveals a God who
conﬂict and anguish, of deep concern for the truth of
searches for human beings. He has a special love for the
Day
the gospel. In Indian context the basicInternational
human virtues Adivasi
poor, the sick, the sinners, for all those who are not
and values are in threat. The name of God is used for
taken into consideration, who are marginalized by
the personal selﬁsh gains be it in political, social or
religious and social systems.
economic spheres. As theologians it is very
- Kurella Madhu Babu SCG (B.Th. III)

SPECIAL LECTURE ON PRIESTHOOD
On 29 October 2018 we had a guest lecture as part of
said that a priest should be a man of
our classes on priesthood. We had Fr. Julius Caesar,
prayer, not only a spiritual person but
Mrs.Lucy and Sr. Rashmi to share their experiences
also a truly human. To gain strength
on priesthood. At the beginning of the session 3 year
for a day he must spend at least half
students of theology raised various questions on what
an hour before the Blessed
they felt relevant regarding priesthood in the
Sacrament. A priest must have
context of today's world. Fr. Julius Caesar, the
certain sense of detachment.
parish priest of St. Theresa of Child Jesus
He should be careful in using social media. He
Ministry - Sex Workers
shared his experience from personal
and
must have leadership qualities and should be a
International Adivasi Day
pastoral perspective. He emphasized that a
man of action.
priest must be ready to sacriﬁce himself for
Sr. Rashmi shared her experiences from the
others. He also added that by going for
women religious perspective. She said, a
house visits we come to know the
priest is a gift of God, a man of God and a
struggles of the people and we need to
mediator of God. She added that a priest
listen to them rather than talking about
should constantly motivate people to
ourselves. Whatever we listen to must
take active participation in the Church.
be kept conﬁdential because they trust
She stated that women religious must be
priests. They must encourage and
promote the laity to take active
considered and discussed as they too play
participation in the Church. Mrs. Lucy
an important and crucial role in the
(coordinator of catechism of Delhi
mission of the Church. It was indeed
Archdiocese and belonging to
inspiring and enriching for all of us
Pushp Vihar Parish) shared her
to know the precious gift of
experience from the perspective
priesthood.
of laity. She put forth her
- Saroj Nayak IMS (B.Th. III)
expectations from a priest. She
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FROM M.Th. STUDENT
Since July 2018, I have been
with human race, thus reconciling humankind to God.
pursuing my MTh studies under
This reconciliation holds true not for Christians only
Principal Fr. P. R. John SJ and
but for every well-intending person in whose hearts
Director Fr. Valan Antony SJ at
grace is invisibly active. For since Christ died for all (cf.
Vidyajyoti College of Theology,
Rom 8:32), therefore all have the same destiny, which is
Delhi. As the courses were aimed
divine. Therefore, we must hold that the Holy Spirit
to lay foundations to do theology at an advanced level
opens a gateway to everyone to be made partners in the
JRS - Ministry
International
Daymystery in a way known to God alone. The
I pursued my studies in a disciplined
manner. FromAdivasi
paschal
these academic studies I understood that theology has
studies we took in this year proved extremely helpful to
to be done in one's social context, for example
me not only in terms of developing deeper insights for
casteism. To understand this I did a paper on Dalit
doing theology but it also brought clarity to my
theology focusing on solidarity. But religious
thinking. This I found to be particularly true in the way
pluralism also is an important social trait. God who is
the courses were designed and offered this year. These
full of mercy makes his grace freely available. This is
studies prepared me to undertake further studies with
clear from Christ's incarnation integrated himself
conﬁdence.
- Avinash Massey (M.Th. I)
THEOLOGY TO THE LAITY AND LAITY IN THE CHURCH
Distance Education Programme in Theology
(DEPTh) had its First Annual Seminar and
Convocation Ceremony, in collaboration with the
Commission for Theology and Doctrine of
Archdiocese of Delhi on 2October, 2018. Most Rev.
Anil J. T. Couto, the Archbishop of Delhi, and Patron
of Vidyajyoti College of Theology was the chief
guest at the programme. He invited the faithful to
discover their own vocation as laity. He said that the
laity sanctify the earth and thereby live out their
discipleship in the church. While emphasizing the
motto of DEPTh, 'Taking Theology to the Frontiers,'
the Archbishop articulated that the need of the hour is
to equip the laity in Theology and so he wished that all
of us make efforts to take Theology to the people in
great strength.
Dr. Fr. Raj Kumar Joseph S.J., the director of DEPTh,

who had taken great efforts to
organize this programme, along with
Fr. Jose T.J. SJ, welcomed the huge
gathering of the faithful from various
parishes. He stressed on the
importance of the laity in the Church by referring to
Pope Pius XII, who said, “Lay people are not outside
the Church,” and he further cited Vatican II saying,
“The Church can never exist without lay apostolate and
it is derived from the layperson's very vocation as a
Christian.”
The heart of the programme was the key message by the
chief speaker, Rev. Dr. Felix Wilfred, Founder-Director
of the Asian Centre for Cross-Cultural Studies,
Chennai. He began his reﬂection by questioning the
very term 'Laity', and instead he proposed the term
'Christian Faithful' as an apt one. He based his talk on
'Adult Faith'. 'Faith is an extravert movement towards
truth, witness and beauty', he asserted. He further said
that it is a journey of all and moving away from
absolutism to inner freedom and openness.
In the following session there was a healthy discussion
with pertinent questions raised by our Christian
Faithful. The dynamic interactive session was a sign of
the new church that seeks to have some space to
express, share, reﬂect and grow together in building the
Reign of God on earth.
- Rex Franklin SJ (B.Th. II)
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FREE SEMESTER EXPERIENCE AT VIDYAJYOTI
TEJAS, the MSFS National
Theologate is known for its
creative initiatives and intercongregation formations. The free
semester programme is one such
initiative and unique to the TEJAS way of life and its
Formation. The aim of this program is to make us
know and learn about other congregations and their
way of formation and theologizing in our preparation
for priesthood. I, Br. Arul Justin. J and my companion
Br. Kelvin Thomas had wonderful and enriching
experience in Vidyajyoti from July to October 2018.
The academic programme was something unique
because it helped us to participate in diverse
educational, cultural and social programmes. The talk
by scholars in various disciplines enriched our sociopolitical formation. Our classroom life with third year
students was marvellous and great. Many courses

taught in Vidyajyoti were creative and interesting.
Classes like Virtue Ethics, Bio-medical ethics,
Wisdom, Psalms, Ecumenism, Liturgy, Hindutva and
Pastoral Counselling enlightened our spiritual, moral
and social knowledge and made us progress in our way
to priesthood. We enjoyed the Jesuits freedom with
responsibility. We were happy to do our free semester
in national capital which was useful and beneﬁcial. We
were exposed to various programmes and ﬁeld works
which helped us to contextualize our theology in a
better way. We had several opportunities to attend and
witness many talks, seminars, dharnas and protests.
Our political consciousness was very much active and
alive due to these exposures. We salute all the faculty
members of Vidyajyoti and especially Fr. Michael
Thanaraj SJ, the Rector and Fr. P. R. John SJ, the
Principal, for arranging such a wonderful programme.
We are thankful for all the enriching experiences in VJ.
- Arul Justin. J MSFS (B.Th. III)

interview

Q-1 How has been your experience with Vidyajyoti?
My experience with Vidyajyoti has been unique. What made this experience unique, among
other things, was the kindness and openness of the members of the faculty, who welcomed me
and always found time to exchange some thoughts with me as well as share some food with me
in peace and friendship.
Dr. Enrico Beltramini, Senior Lecturer,
Q-2 What role do you think that Vidyajyoti can play at a global level Dept.
of Philosophy and Religious Studies,
Notre Dame de Namur University, California.
pertaining to contextual theology?
The Asian Countries will move the centre of gravity of intellectual innovation from the West to the East. The
world is changing and a new question is arising. The questions that Asian theologians face in the next decades will
reframe the theological agenda of the entire planet. I think topics like social justice, technology, environment, not
only interfaith dialogue, Vidyajyoti is uniquely positioned by location and heritage to address these topics and
lead the theological debate on these questions. As I
understand it, in the lineage of Blondel, de Lubac, and
Monchanin, 'contexual theology' is a synthetic expression
for 'theology within the living tradition of the church,' in
which doctrine and experience deepen our understanding
of the revelation in the very life of the Church, under the
inspired supervision of the magisterium.

He defended his thesis titled as “The Recovery of the Supernatural in Abhishiktananda (Henri Le Saux)” at
Vidyajyoti College of Theology, Delhi (India), on November 3, 2018 under the guidance of Dr. Leonard Fernando SJ.

Q-3 Could you share something about your experience in working on the doctoral thesis of yours?
The most rewarding experience in working on the doctoral thesis has been to beneﬁt of the supervision of Prof.
Leonard Fernando, SJ. He did not only operate as a ﬁrm academic advisor but also extended his supervision to the
point to help me in navigating the different steps of my doctoral programme. He was an impeccable mentor and a
precious guide from whom I learnt (and still learn) massively.
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Q-4 Any words of wisdom for the Vidyajyoti students?
Before applying to Vidyajyoti, I went to England and visited the Department of Theology and Religion at Durham
University. After visiting the Department, I received an offer to study for my doctoral degree there. I remember
that I spoke to my wife and mentioned the possibility to go to Durham. While that Department hosts the best
centre of Catholic Studies in the UK and would have been an honour to be part of it, I told my wife that it is my ﬁrm
opinion that the future of Roman Catholic theology is not in Europe, but in Asia, or at least in dialogue with Asia.
During that conversation in the kitchen of our house, we decided that I had to apply to Vidyajyoti. I had and still
have no doubt on the current global standing of Vidyajyoti. I suggest the Vidyajyoti students to share the same
conﬁdence.
- Antony Robert SJ (B.Th. I)
Q-1 How was your experience of teaching the students of Vidyajyoti?
I feel privileged to teach in Vidyajyoti as it is always known for its theological thinking. It is a
pioneering institute and the students are known for their creativity and theologizing process by
involving themselves in the life situation of people and that also prompts them to take their own
choices. This makes me always to have a great thought about this institute. Therefore it was a
great opportunity for me to come and teach in this institution because I look
Prof. Jesu Raj SVD, is a Church History up this institute as one of the premier Institute in theologizing process. So
professor at JDV, Pune
when I got the invitation I accepted it immediately without any hesitation
because I was looking forward to teach in this institute. As I came here the ﬁrst thing I noticed here was an
atmosphere of friendliness in both the staff and students. The students are open minded and are eager to learn.
Here there are lively exchanges of views and ideas as well as curiosity from the students to know more during the
class. Also the students are well prepared to receive the matter being communicated. This way I feel that even I am
privileged to learn more. Although I have been teaching for more than 26 years still I feel I have lots to learn
because of the variety here as there is a lot of mixed students from different religious congregations and dioceses.
This helps to see different perspectives of teaching which is encouraging. Therefore, I ﬁnd it a privilege for me
and I am happy to be a part of this.
Q-2 As a professor of Church History what would you suggest the students on how to theologize using Church
History given to the context that we are living in and scenario that is happening in our country?
As the students are already aware of the present scenario and situation all over the country particularly in our
mission we need to draw inspiration from the scriptures and from the missionaries who lived that call, who have
read the word of God and lived in the mission and for the mission. Therefore we can draw inspiration from their
lives. They came to help the poor and to do the work of Christ with the poor and for the poor. So if you are able to
draw inspiration from these people then I think we have achieved something. I also feel that we need to be
continuously disturbed by these great souls who have gone before us. I always see it as an opportunity to know
them and to learn from them because at the end of the day we are doing the work of Christ and in this process we
are not alone. We need continuous strength and support from our fellow co-workers and believe that God's spirit is
always there to guide us. We humans need the ways to move forward and the grace comes from the great lives.
Thus these kinds of courses and exchange of ideas would place us in right perspective.
- Jesus Vivian Raja SJ (B.Th. III)

Q-1 How do you see Inter-religious Dialogue can help to theologize better?
Our human existence is complex. It has many dimensions, faces, aspects and shades of
reality. The fact is that, God has created human beings with different cultures, traditions,
religions and languages. Each religion is a response to needs and problems that particular
people experienced in a particular culture and time. Based on the requirements of
particular age and culture each religion has got its own uniqueness and
Dr. E. Lawrence SJ is a Patna Jesuit
dimensions of truth which may not be very explicit in another religion. By
engaged in interreligious dialouge.
revealing different aspects of Himself/ Herself, the World and Humanity
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through different religions, God has blessed each religion with its own richness, speciﬁcity and greatness.
For instance, Buddhism, as agreed by many scholars, has more psychological aspects of humans well
explained in its teachings, whereas in Christianity the heart and mind of God is explained more vividly. In
early Hinduism, the presence of God in Nature is discussed much. Thus we see each religion emphasizing
some aspects of human existence more clearly than the other.
So when we do Inter-religious Dialogue taking a particular problem or an issue or a subject into
consideration, then we come to know different dimensions or facts of that issue from the wisdom of different
religions. This process enables us to have a comprehensive and as much as knowledge as possible
concerning that issue or problem. This in turn helps us to do a thorough analysis, reﬂection, discernment of
the issue in hand and paves the way for arriving at a collective and most effective response (remedial actions)
to the issue in consideration. Further Inter-religious collaboration in action enables us to implement our
collective response very responsively and effectively. Also as an ongoing process, evaluation of the
implementation of our actions and re-planning of our actions, in common in an Inter-religious perspective
fosters a healthy, progressive, humane and harmonious society.
As I understand, Theologizing is nothing but looking at human issues and situations from the eyes of God
and taking up the most appropriate and effective response to the issues in accordance with the heart and mind
(will of) of God. As I have mentioned above, since Inter-religious Dialogue enhances us to have best
understanding of human issues and enables us to respond to them in the most effective way possible,
certainly Inter-religious Dialogue helps us to theologize in the best way possible. And I hope, VJ will
promote Inter-religious Theologizing more and more to produce effective Ministers of the Word of God in
India every year.
Q-2 What is your comment on the theme of this academic year, “Theology as search for Truth and
Holiness” in view of Buddhism?
I am very happy with the theme. In fact the main purpose and the central job of Inter-religious Dialogue is “to
search for the Truth together so that together we arrive at the most reliable, convincing and life-giving Truth
that will genuinely liberate us and the entire humanity in every way”. We want to search for the Truth
together, since Truth is common to all as well as obligatory to all irrespective of whichever religion one may
belong to! Also as followers of our Lord Jesus we are impelled by His utterance that TRUTH ALONE CAN
SET US FREE!
Instead of saying, Theology is a search for God, in the context of India, it is better to say that Theology is a
search for Truth, since atheistic religions like Jainism and Buddhism also exist here in India. Theology as a
SEARCH FOR TRUTH will be accepted by all religions, including atheistic religions since people of all
religions search for Truth and Holiness. Holiness is a derivative (bi-product) of truth because it is already
inbuilt in truth. The Truth will ﬁnally invite us all human beings to avoid evil, to do good and to purify
ourselves (to become Holy) as the Buddha preached. Yes indeed, as told by Our Lord Jesus Christ, THE
TRUTH ALONE WILL SET US FREE BY INSPIRING AND ENABLING US TO BECOME HOLY!
So the motto of our theology should be SEARCHING FOR THE TRUTH THAT WILL MAKE US HOLY
AND FREE! And I want to say and suggest, not only for this year but rather for every year and in fact forever,
the main motto of VJ could be 'SEARCHING FOR THE TRUTH that will sanctify us; give us life in its
fullness; joy and peace in abundance; and with the light of wisdom will lead us through the path that will
reach us to Total Freedom which is nothing but Eternal Salvation!
- Jenitha C. PBVM (B.Th. II)
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remembering fr. Samuel Rayan SJ

Fr. Sam was one of those who awakened a feminist
consciousness in me. I experienced him as a true
feminist with a maternal heart.
- Sr. Shalini PBVM

Fr. Samuel Rayan SJ was a good Jesuit who was fond
of expectations of St. Ignatius of Loyola. He was
eminent in divine and human. He had qualities of
endowment. Fr. Samuel was a sportsman of
incarnation in the Church. He was a gentle,
affectionate and ﬁne friendly person. He was
interested in others fully. He had an intelligent
perspective and communicative insights. His insights
used to be very symbolic, poetic and systematic. He
was the least and the last. He always looked at
development and growth as needs of the least and the
last of society. He used to deal anything in tranquility
manner. He would see what the ordinary people would
not see. Freedom was his advocacy. He would say that
one should aim at to be a free person and freedom
should be authentic. Truth and freedom should be
interchangeable not suppressing the truth. He opined
that a theologian should be a learned and truly holy
person. He should transfer divine mind and heart to
human. He would observe humans and God's creation
closely and communicate to them in details. He saw
the creation as wisdom of God manifested. He was a
mystic, poet and a friend of the poor and the nature. He
was a representative of a truly divine and truly human.
- Fr. T.K. John SJ
Fr. Samuel Rayan SJ is regarded as a creative, poettheologian. He pioneered a new and different
approach in contextual theologizing. Rayan is truly
fascinated by the love of his master Jesus and in the
light of this revelation he looks at human person as a
pearl. The human person seems to hold the center of
values and of concern. Hence, Rayan calls for radical
humanism. With Jesus everything must orbit around
human person and serve human’s true and total wellbeing. To devalue human person in favor of power of
parliament, proﬁt or prestige, be it sacred or secular
would be the ultimate evil, the one thing he would ﬁght
to his last breath. Human person is the point to which
the sacred as well as the secular should converge in
readiness to serve.
- Fr. P. R. John SJ

Fr. Samuel Rayan SJ trusted in God’s power present in
people. He encountered God in relationships among
people. He says, “Even though there are miseries and
huge population in India the relationships among our
people are strong.” Fr. Samuel preached God who is very
much concerned about the problems and issues of people
specially the poor and the marginalized. He was a
simple, approachable and committed theologian.
- Fr. Tony Raj SJ
"Fr. Samuel Rayan SJ was a great Indian revolutionary
liberation theologian. He was very much committed to
indianization of liturgy. He was concerned about the
poor and the earth."
- Fr. Milianus Beck SJ
"Fr. Samuel Rayan SJ was the ﬁrst Principal of
Vidyajyoti College of Theology. He was an intellectual
but down to earth. He had special love for the poor and
the earth. He was a person who could reﬂect in
contemporary situations of the world."
- Fr. John Chathanatt SJ
It was a risk sitting in Samuel Ryan's theology class;if
you got involved, it would transform you inside out - of
course in the gospel spirit
- Fr. Poulose Mangai SJ
I remember Fr. Samuel Ryan S.J. as a charismatic ﬁgure,
a contextual theologian and an eloquent preacher. I had
the privilege of seeing him function at several meetings
of the Indian Theological Association, and the FABC.
When speaking in public, or in private conversations, he
would often begin with a moment of enigmatic silence
and then launch into a radical poetic sentence that one
could use as a slogan for social justice campaigns. He
was well known in international circles as a promoter of
the theology of liberation who insisted on a praxis that
required sincere identiﬁcation with local populations
and insertion into grass-roots situations, in order to
recognise the dynamics of oppression and change
structures that supported injustice. Fr. Samuel Ryan's
writings will always remain an integral part of the legacy
of Indian theology.
- Pearl Drego
The Church in India will remember him for radical
interpretation of Bible, with a concern for the poor and
marginalized.
- Bishop Paul Mullassery of Quilon
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Together Celebrating Togetherness
(Drawings by Brothers and Sisters)

Antony Anand SJ (B.Th. III)

Devadoss SJ (B.Th. I)

Sr. Nelita (B.Th. II)

Gladwin SJ (B.Th. III)
Justin Thomas CST (B.Th. II)

Justin Thomas CST (B.Th. II)
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